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that is very close to the flow diagram of a program. The 
es with recursive procedures, or to any -qnstruct whose 
them into infinite structures that have been well studied. The prxticality of 
~n~~rQnrn~~t~ has been tested by constructing a trial implementation, which 
ediate representation. The intermediate representation is a circular 
1982 rth- 
each of the above examples, the defbition of a thing may be at a pint syntactically 
*unrelated to the use of zhe thing (in a context free syntax). 
A Hnechanism like a symbol table is therefore needed SO that a u 
the corresponding deitnltion indirectly through the table. Such symbol tables are 
called envimmentis. -W an environment is used to connect 
that are evident from syntax, then the envirdninent will 
static environment. Static environments are essential to 8 la 
based on a context free syntax. 
SePt;?antiCs directed compiler generation. The elimination of st 
is one part of the problem of generating a compiler directly from 
semantics ofa programming klnguage. 
Denotational specifications of programming languages follow the conve 
giving the meaning of a construct s rictlv in terms of its subconssructs, For c 
the meaning of a while statement is given ::2 terms of the meaG 
the body alone-not the whole whGe statement. Therefore, iu 
fashion i+t is theoretically possible to map a program into Ada 
metdanguage that is used to specify semantics: Landin did this tk 
Algol6Q into the lambda calculus [161. 
The logical organization of a program for performing is 
described in Section 5. The program takes as input the se e, 
and constructs a “black box” to perform the syntax directed P ~~~~~~,~ The output 
of the syntax directed mapping will contain static environments :rad st’rer construe- 
tions that can be eliminated “at compile time”, i.e. when ~P.V s
mapping is done [as opposed to when the semantics of the 1 ee 8re s~~i~ed~~ 
This discussion can be made more concrete by considcrin 
statements and flow of control. Since goto statements d 
between syntax and control flow, the standard enotational semilntics for such 
languages [20] uses a static environment togive the meaning of a i,lock. Once the 
syntax directed mapping is done however, it is shown ia Sectic 
environments can easily be eliminated, and that something close to 
for a program can be extracted from the output. 
Circular expwssions. Programs that ru 
But there are no cycles in the standar 
languages [20]. Instead, least fixed poi 
and iteration. This difference can be bridged b;p 
Circular structures are useful both from a con 
tion viewpoint. In the early days, Lan 
s to avoid tiresome repetitions.  . . Loops 
n extreme case of abbreviation.” Appendix A contains further 
close connection between least fixed points and ckc 
int operator (fir) cm be replaced 
Waft a subgraph representing a
ing an argument, some simplificatio 
-reduction in the A -calculus 
imphfication results in other 
J 
f 
tot that appiies its first argument to its second. When the above 
d, the infinite expression &f. f ( f( ft. . . !)I is obtained. It is well known that this expression 
is ~i$m~ rtieaily eqwalent to the least fixed point operator. 
the 
oot of that 
at I’ to an 
in [a) is the vertex II. Since the value 
the uatue of 11 is obtained from M’ by 
of II is the resu!t of apply 
stituting the argument 
ing 
fer 
in two stages. First. all edges into 
to the vertex that the function at L’ is applied to. In this case the edge 
directed to II. Second, all edges into u are re to ~1 which now 
by u. The result is the expression in 
d the reiation being defirae 
aper on query languages for 
Static environments are studied abstractly in Section 3 in terms of a class of 
ci r expressions, Under some mumptions that am e 
it own that static environments can be easily elimi 
statement& cons&red in .Section -4 to provide &de 
reasonable. Since the environment is used in a similar mannw to 
nings of recursive procedures, circular expressions help there as well. 
A triti ~implementation sketched in Section S attests to the prsrctical utility of 
the development i  this paper. Sample inputs and outputs are shown in ndi 
B, Section 6 discusses some of the experiments hat have been perfo and 
contains brief speculation on the remaining task of mappin reduced ciml 
expressions to something that runs. 
While 8 have attempted to write simply and clearly, some 
from the tutorial presentations i  r/, 311. 
rs ma t 
2. Ckulm expressions versus fked points 
How c~&rr~ WCUL The first indication that circular expressi us n :g y be useful 
comes from a cklnnection between the least fixed point operator o 
in Fig. 1. Lea: agp represent an operator that applies its first ar 
So, the jir1 Fig. 1 applies f to the expression graph rooted at d 
is unfolded, Itile sequence ofexpressions 
is obtained, blrrhere J2 marks the place a”: which further unfoldin 
place. The frilly unfolded form is the infinite expression Afif( f( 
known f24, :!9] that thiz; infinite expression issemantically eyui 
fixed point o!i lerator. 
Once the l!~aph in Fig. 1 is allowed, further cycles arise natur 
example : 
The circular Lxpression i Fig. 2(a) is obtained from the term \
f fix, 
g. 2(b) frorai the b;ne in 
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c acyclic graphs is given 
ter of routine Frogramming. * 
s on ~~a~k~~ards is one thing: 
nother. Instead of having to 
nvenient to have a linear 
re for human consumption 
recursive schemes [193, 
(2.2) 
uty as a variable for a relation in this equality. The recursive 
ue. With multiple, intersecting loops, there is in 
ven the simple graph in Fig. 215) has the alternate 
~~~un$t~~~ it can be shown that all recursive schemes representing the same 
the same infinite tree as their least fixed point. (Scott [27] uses flow 
ms for motivation alone: the mathematics deals with recursive schemes. This 
is why Scott has trouble writing a flow diagram for a particular recursive scheme 
erm environment generally refers to a function 
it denotes” 1321. While there are no a priori 
ts are used essentially as s bol tables. There 
f the symbol tables since ings like types can 
es. This section be ’ s with an informal discussion 
example of got0 statements 
t the conditions are natural. 
perditions to be placed on static environments are a 
x. Since the subgraph of t’ is rewritten, the 
bgrapb cd v has to be 
ecomes the same as rig&sort (u ), as it 
L’ ) must be computed in the sxond stage 
R, S&i 2Q8 
EL 
E2. 
An environment is either given, or is obtained by updatm a static environ- 
ment. CBMuity is permitted e,g, a static environment m be obtained by 
updating itself. 
&wironments m be used only to determine the thi 
The stati@ aspect8 envhnments can be formal 
environments are applied only to known entities. For ex 
is indexeds only by constants, as in ~[2] or ~[23], th 
static manner; otherwise if A[i] is allowed then the 
since i has to be evaluated ynamically to determine what AD] refers to. 
fiamewurk. In formalizing the above conditions, an op 
up&f, zt ar)=~x. i&x = t then a slscupp(f, x). 
In circular expressions, upd(f, x, a) is encoded by constructic 
sons, the first representing f, the second z, and the third a, ~~~~~ X) is 
{constructing a vertex with two sons, the fimt representing f an 
.n wde.r to focus on environments, the only functions tha? P w 
are environments. Thus, all instances of the operator 
application of a static environment toa name. Similarly, 
operator correspond to the updating of an environme 
operators will also be allowed, other kinds of functions ca 
using uninterpreted operators: their presence will just not in 
With all the above justifications, the precise specificlti 
expressions to be considered is actually quite short, 
ID. A circular expression is restricte$ if each nonleaf is f 
or an uninterpreted operator symbo nd the following conditicjas re satisfied: 
) The first son of a vertex labelled is either a leaf or a 
(2) The first son of a vertex labelled is either a leaf or a v 
a vertex labelled wit 
is a leaf, 
, which It will call “indi 
y [IO] observes that the fo 
such that is the first so 3, the first son of t‘i, 1 s i < FZ. Note from 
ions that vn is either a leaf or ha: as its 
rat the second sons of u and L’, are for 
he third SOII of Vi, SO all edges into 
ise, if v,* is a leaf, then make vm 
ed and there is no update for 
t all edges into u to a special 
glication of indirection elimination to 
ate; all nonleaf vertices that correspond to 
representing static environments are 
r has probably occurred since static 
ca restricted circuh expression wttosa root is nut laMed upd. 
and the elimirtakw of unreachable vertices results drz a 
G’ that has nit vertices labelled upd. 
definitions the first son of an a~ vertex is either a leaf or a upd vertex. 
is by induction on the numbe: of upp vertices that have a upd vertex 
ase when til app \rertices have a leaf as their first 
vertices reLieftable from the root, since a upd vertex 
cannot bqz a son of a vertex with an uninterpreted function symbol. 
For th’e inductive step, let LI be an u vertex with first son t‘ labelled upd. 
i~~~~~t~~~~ cf ‘r Gnation either eliminates or it makes the first son of u a leaf. 
e ~~o~o~iti~ n then fottows from the incuctive hypothesis. 
~~~r~ctness of ~~d~r~ct~oR eliminat C-H-~ is left as an exercise for the reader. 
ions in a compiler generator 
by considering the following 
43 
Fig. 3. The flaw diagram for P p 
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the environment C‘ containin the continuati MIS for labels is determined, then the above 
tion for the whole program. Each of the operators is an abbreviation 
i.e. an expression that maps continuetions to continuations. 
mantics, instead of program pc ints, “contirruations” are associated 
man identifiers to values. It is im3l tit that the final state on leaving 
depends on the initial state or entry to the diagram. Therefore, 
of a diagram is a function from initial states to 
(,,~nf~n~i~~j~~ If the entry point is changed to 
tion cl associated with the entry 
on c that corresponds to making 
he identity continuation. 
e entire program. Since the first 
s the cc ntinuation for label LI. Irrelevant 
eet of the arPslgnments u ing the operators nl, 
the continuation following the relevant assignment 
assignment.’ The operators b 1 
ke two con:ir,uations as arguments-the first 
ond to the predicate being false. 
’ The p neiae 8 I ~~si$n~~~ent, is as fcllcws. Given contin- 
operators in Fig. 4 ar also continuation transfc 4-rners, 
: 
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m be the initial mini~environment in which euc 
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ent is then determi led by starting with the empty 
bels and associatec ontinuations. The circularity 
etter defined mini-environ- 
etter defined mini-environ- 
one Mare te~~n~~a~~y, once fi is applied, Fig. 5 is 
is equiv~~~~!nt to Fig. 6, where all the 
label-continuation pair at a 
Fig* 6. The difference between Figs. 5 and 6 is that the environmen is updated incrementally here, 
while it is updated with a list of labels alld their associated CC ntinuations in Fig 5. 
tiara ~~~~~~at~~~. As mentioned in Section 3, tJ e following equivalence 
to a reduction called indirection elimination. 
y ==xflienaelseapp(f,y~. 
lit and L2 are literal la xls, not label variables, 
x can immediately be tested. The appk tion of e’ to Ll in Fig. 
n of an update as in the equation abovr In Fig. 3, rather than 
t, there is a direct edge to t he continuation for LI. 
ces that become unreachable yields the 
e operators in Fig. 3 have a very definite 
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F&~re 7 shows the ligical organization of the front end of a wman 
mmpije:; generator, The: uwx interface is indkated by the 6 
gaqd,id#e language &$, a denotational semantics Lstmd an 
At&r specifying the lexical structure of L have to be provided, 
a YACC 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,...,........... . . . . . I. . 
Fig. 7. Logical organization of the front end of a semar,tics directed compiler gerwator 62. For a 
language L, zhe lexical and syntactic analyzers are construcbd from the s~cj~~t~~~s b and 
respectively. Ltok.r contains tegullirr expressions and their translations, while l&m.d ains 
tional semantic rules. 
Together with a package of trivial symbol taWz routines, t 
in Ltokr constitute Lt0k.l. The program Lex [I?] generates 
L from LtokJ. 
the parser generator Yacc 111) to construct 8syntax 
been done by coding 4 /sem.d carefully. 
will be used.) The output of the reducer is a 
ted. T natation u$>ed for
is inspired by th:tt of Yaw. The 
ent, the semantic rt;les are 
metmpec.1 and metaspec. y 
ten. The nc tation or meta- 
elopment, and is tentatively called plw 2h. 
~~~~es that I have tried are very encwraging. The 
31,876 bytes (on a PDP 1 l/70: Novel-?ber 9, 1980). 
mpks, the lexical analyzer, parser, and reducer tcqether are less 
proptm~s contain fat that can easily be trinmed. By way 
und, empty Lex and Yacc specifications lead to a lexicr ! analyzer and 
bytes.) Besides the goto language of Section 4 Xnd Appendix 
anguage with break and continue statements. the language 
bda calculus from [22]; and the Loop langua e of [34]. 
on a meagre five samples, the reducer tends to eliminate at le ;st two thirds 
f the vertices constructed by the qntax analyzer. This figure is not so prising. For 
example, the meanings of statements are typically functions from env $-onments to 
continuations to continuations. In the graph built by the syntax analy; -‘r there will 
vertices an& bound variable vertices for environments ark.! c( v uations. 
en the A vertices have one father, which is an crpp vertex, so C - 4uction is 
sible. Each S-reduction eliminates three vertices. For the examyk program in 
Section 4, the final circular expression is actually smaller than Fig. 3 suggests ince 
-reductiun will eliminate the links between some of the continuation transformers. 
actual output is shown in Appendix B. 
not an end in themselves. They can either 
nes listed by Mosses [2 l] (see also [ 8,9]), 
em. Wand [38] defines the semantics of 
machine instructions. Using 
nstructed as in F’: 7 w;ll hn 
‘s compiler generator [6] is based on 
e allowed in tit cular expressions, data 
left untouched and passed through as static environments 
uses detailed knowledge of continuations, 
A &cuZar expression is a directed graph with a unique verte mlied a ~MN. First 
observe that the semantic of circular object cmwmt diwtly 
tually, the meaning of a cirrcular expression is &en by s 
syntactically unfolding the graph into an infink tree, and in 
tree, ‘]kcre is no problem in interpreting infinite trees, m?e r@ 
suggests how the c,emarrtics of circular expressions can be for 
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ndlg A. Semantic at drcular expressions 
The well-known idea of cutting loops 
a flow diagram [ 191 can be {applied just as e asily to circul 
of recursive quations that is generated will be referred to as 8 ~@~~~~~~~ 
The semantics of a circular expression can then be gi 
recursive scheme for it. See 127, 4, 1, 261 for exampl 
rs is to construct an infinite expression tree 
e meaning of the recursive scheme. Unfolding the CircuLtr ex 
yields the same tree, 
On a syntactic level, the incremental unfolding of a circular axpression heads to 
a sequence of expression trees. There will be leaves in these expression trees 
which further unfolding needs to take place, and this fact is ZIGZ.~ by1 
leaves with the symbol J2. Along with fi comes a partial o Jer on 
since In, representing the fully folded expression, gives less intcrwxt 
other expression. (More precisely, no more information than any 
For limits to exist in general, infinite expressions have to be ad 
similar partial order on values. 
The semantics of an infinite expression cannot be given by asboc 
with the leaves and working ut3 to the value of the root, since the root 
be reached. Its meaning is ther c tore given as the limit of an infinite 
values of finite expressions. For limits to exist, the expressions itI tl-re s
their vaiues must satisfy certain (continuity) constraints. 
Since functions may be d fined and applied in circular expre 
work on the A-calculus is also quite relevant. Following Wren 
symbol 0, whose value is I, is added to the h-calculus in [ 
notion of “approximant” of a term is defined (this is mor 
mation since &reductions can take place). The value of a tern is t * Jwn ~a be the 
limit of t approximants [37, 10]. Wyl 
both the [29] models, Such results a 
proved between a finite expression or\ the one hand land 
the othel*.3 
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m November 1980 and is being changed, 
ctualy ran is shown. 
: de&rations that help Yacc construct a 
tactic and semantic rt+Jes. The three parts 
nning with Xtoken a: ,d Ohstart. All other 
en&t of Yax. Knowledge of tokens is 
amined. The start symbol is captured and a 
initializing code can be executed before 
ins. In ~~rticu~~r, if there are any predeclared identifiers 
they have to be passed through and entered 
ecial status is recognized when a program is 
nt the domain declarations are examined, but the type information is 
ide, domain declaration: are represented by 
aph, where cycles record reflexive domain declarations. Associated 
er to a vertex in the directed graph. Along 
of variables that represent elements of the 
lain; nant declarations that identify nonterminals in the syntax whose meanings 
to the domain; and, elem declarations that identify elements of the domain. 
r hidden identifiers in a language with break 
and continue statements, and for the identifiers plus and mult that have predefined 
meanings in LC [22]. 
The third part contains the syntactic and semantic rules. If all the text between 
braces is deleted, a syntactic spec&ation in the input language of Yacc will be 
Ieft. The semantic rules between braces are in a metalanguage similar to DSL [21] 
without the parse tree constructs. The precedence of operators is different from 
that in DSL. For those unfamiliar with DSL, the metalanguage is an extended 
:I -caXculus. 
sp~c~~c~ti~n, sy tactic rules are indented one tab stop, while 
. The meaning of a syntactic object is 
ase of implementation, the specification 
ether, SQ the meaning of a syntactic object will in 
t of elements from some other 
e discussion in Section 4 and the exact 
mantic specification that follows. Here, the m?aning 
e~viro~ime~ts a continuations to a list containing 
1 information as a first eleme 
airs of labeis and their 
in the metalanguage that allows a 
fumtion to be: updated using a list, so that the list of label% and their 
continuations cm be uwd to directly update the envirsnrnent. 
e code far Ls4m.d QUUWS. In the rule far pro 
definition of th air p is circular. The mvi 
list p.1, i.e. the fir& ele nt of the pair p. p.1 is itself a libt of 
&ted ctontinuMb 
asssciated with the be 
CsS-*A 
Env p Xde -* C 
: stm 
a e. lambda 0. 
let cyclic p - 
in g.2 
1 
. 
i 
Eml : IDE 't' '=' exp ';' 
IDE) 8 9 c (s); 
tfarmtd by d2y is such that the first semantic rule will be 
: tm 
i 
ptr[33 = ctnodeWAR,9,12); 
ptr[41 = ctnodeWAR,7,10); 
ode(SELECT,l,nodeptr[SJ); 
PD,nodegtr[3],nodeptr[7]); 
(APP,nodeptr[6J,nodeptrt81); 
P,nodeptr[9],~~odeptr[4]); 
,nodeptr[ 101) ; 
c%node(SELECT,2,nodeptr[ 101); 
c~~node(LAM,nodeptr[Q],nodeptr[lll); 
,nodeptr[3],nodeptrIl2]); 
ing, the “a.;tdress” f the vertices constructed 
e creates a vertex during 
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In the representation f the circular exp z&on below, vertex numbers appear 
before the colon on the left. When a nun.: c:: appears by itself on the right of a 
colon, it represents he expressiob rooted at the vertex with that number. Variables 
like ~10 and $41 have been created to distinguish bound inst rices of the same 
variable s. 
6: 810 ( v ) 
14: al0 [ 6 / u ] 
35: 47 f 34 1 
16: lam ~10 ti 15 
37: 841 ( x ) 
45: $41 [ 37 / w ] 
47: lam 843 . 94 
83: 45 ( 1 p 
91: 36 ( 45 ) 
94: 83 --, 91 , 160 
117: 45 ( 2 ) 
125: 45 [ 117 / ] y 
749: i25 t 1 q 
$57; 47 ( 325 ) 
-58: cl82 ( 125 1 
: 160: t49 --, “153 B 158 
388: lam c't82 l 36 
"t89: lam e981 . 188 
r‘aat 189 
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